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1. Introduction

The current requirements of the electronics industry are driven
by the ongoing increasing demand for miniaturized and custom-
ized devices.[1] The ability to manufacture pure metallic patterns
at the micrometer resolution on glass-like substrates has a wide
range of applications in the field of printed electronics,[2]

from the repair of integrated circuits to the fabrication of

microcomponents, antennas, or sensors
for imperceptible integrated devices.

Additive manufacturing (AM) techni-
ques, and more specifically direct writing
(DW) ones, have emerged as the newmajor
technologies for micromachining, as they
do not require sophisticated tools and
enable rapid prototyping with, possibly, a
future switch to actual production.[3] For
example, DW of semisolid alloys with con-
trollable microstructure and rheology was
demonstrated.[4] More recently, 3D archi-
tected structures of high-entropy alloys
were fabricated via direct ink writing
(DIW),[5] showing outstanding mechanical
energy absorption. Meniscus-confined elec-
trodeposition (MCED) has recently been
shown to successfully print high-quality,
fully dense, uniform and exceptionally
smooth, freestanding straight, and overhang
pure polycrystalline copper pillars, with
diameters ranging from 1.5 μm to 250 nm
and an aspect ratio higher than 100.[6]

Among DW techniques, laser-induced forward transfer (LIFT)
is thought to be very promising, due to its straightforwardness,
versatility, and programmability.[7,8] In LIFT, microdroplets of
metals are deposited from the solid phase by means of laser irra-
diation and consequent formation of localized melt pools.[9]

Since LIFT’s first demonstration in 1986,[10] intensive research
has been conducted and a broad variety of metals[11–15] and
alloys[16] have been deposited. More recently, LIFT has been used
for the fabrication of multimaterial structures[17] and microelec-
tromechanical systems (MEMS),[18] showing great potential for
the manufacture of functional devices.

With precise tailoring of the laser fluence and process optimi-
zation, deposition of droplets with feature sizes smaller than the
laser beam spot is possible,[9,19,20] making LIFT a promising can-
didate for printing high-resolution, high-aspect-ratio structures.
For instance, successful deposition of metallic microdots,[19]

lines,[1,20–22] interconnects,[23–25] pillars,[17,26] 3D objects, and
free-standing structures[1,27] has been reported. High-throughput
LIFT printing of copper for the fabrication of electronic circuitry
as well as 3D pure metal structures was reported.[28] Conduction
in LIFT-printed copper structures depends on the printing var-
iables and the crystalline structures of the prints, and can reach
as high as �25% of bulk copper with no treatment.[29]
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Additive manufacturing of high-resolution conductive metallic patterns is the
current focus of interest for several different applications. The print of sensors,
antennas, and screens on transparent materials enables the manufacture of
smart structural electronics. Laser-induced forward transfer (LIFT) is a direct
write technique capable of depositing microdroplets of metals from the solid
phase by means of laser irradiation. Patterns are achieved by printing drops in a
sequential fashion. Due to high heat conductivity of metals, droplets solidify
before smearing; therefore, LIFT-printed structures exhibit high surface rough-
ness, which harms their functioning and limits their applications. Herein, a new
procedure is developed for the fabrication of continuous metallic lines at the
micrometer resolution on smooth transparent substrates, using a combination of
subnanosecond LIFT and a laser melting post-treatment. The melting process is
conducted using laser pulses with the timescale of a microsecond. It is shown
how one can find an optimized melting process to achieve smooth lines, without
introducing oxidation or balling effect. In addition, choosing the proper alloy
ensures strong adhesion of the printed structure.
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However, LIFT is not used for ultrahigh-resolution and high-
quality printing due to microscale morphology. The reason
behind this resides in the additive nature of the process, together
with the high heat conductivity of the materials used. In fact,
upon touching the substrate, drops immediately solidify.
Consequently, successive drops do not have enough heating load
to remelt previously deposited ones. Roughness values are usu-
ally of the same order as the size of individual drops.[1,30] Such
magnitudes might limit significantly the application of LIFT-
printed structures in MEMS applications as well as in high-
resolution and high-frequency electronics applications.[31]

Here, for the first time, we show how by combining LIFT and
a fast laser melting post-treatment, it is possible to obtain high-
resolution, high-quality pure metallic lines on smooth substrates.
Balling is avoided, thanks to a novel approach that includes
precise tailoring of the laser power and pulse width.

2. Results and Discussion

A schematic illustration of our setup is shown in Figure 1b–e,
together with a selection of the most representative results
obtained with droplet-mode LIFT (Figure 1a,f–h). A 450 ps laser
with central wavelength of 535 nm is focused, with a beam spot
of�6 μm, onto donors consisting of thin metal solid films depos-
ited on glass slides by sputtering (Figure 1b). The thicknesses of
the donor films ranged from 40 to 500 nm, and the distance
between the donor and the acceptor was kept at 50 μm.
Matrices of drops were printed with elevated accuracy and direc-
tionality (Figure 1a). By precise tuning of the laser fluence (F),
subspot resolution was achieved, and drops with a typical diam-
eter of �2 μm were deposited.

The morphology of individual drops as a function of the laser
fluence was studied, to find the optimal deposition working win-
dow for each donor. In the droplet regime, higher fluence results

in larger droplets.[1,9,22] A more detailed analysis of droplet mor-
phology is shown for several donors in the Supporting
Information (Figure S1, Supporting Information).

The printing algorithm with independent donor replenish-
ment that was developed to print continuous lines is shown
in Figure 1c�h. The process is conducted in successive runs,
with new drops being printed each time between two previously
printed drops. The distance between two consecutive drops (peak
to peak, p2p) and the number of runs (fill factor, K[28]) are
selected according to the size of individual droplets and the
heat-affected zone (HAZ) left on the donor, which in turn
depends on the selected fluence. The donor is moved after each
run, to ensure printing from a new area of the donor. A repeat
command enables to print lines on top of one another, with the
same parameters during each iteration. More explanation about
printing protocols can be found in the Supporting Information.

With meticulous tailoring of all the printing parameters, high-
resolution continuous lines were printed with several materials,
with widths varying from �2 to 6 μm. Figure 2 shows a selection
of results obtained with copper�silver (Figure 2a,d), silver�tita-
nium (Figure 2b,e), and copper�silver�titanium (Figure 2c,f ).
The difference in morphology and shape of the individual drops
depends on donor preparation. For instance, the copper�silver
donor in Figure 2a,e was 500 nm thick and, hence, produced
larger droplets compared with silver�titanium and cop-
per�silver�titanium (200 and 314 nm thick, respectively). As
a consequence, drops from the first donor would undergo less
deformation during flying, resulting in perfect disks. In contrast,
drops from the other two donors result in shapes resembling ink
shapes. In addition, the deformation upon touching pre-existing
drops is superior, as shown in Figure 2f. Minor presence of
debris is shown in Figure 2b,c. The formation of debris was
found to be donor specific as well, but its presence did not con-
stitute a problem. Indeed, it was found that it is easily removed
with a dust spray, with no harm caused to the prints. For optimal

Figure 1. a) SEM image of 6� 6 matrix of CuAg drops, printed from a 500 nm-thick donor with fluence F¼ 264.98 mJ cm�2. b) LIFT setup schematics.
Picture not in scale. c–e) Schematics of the printing algorithm used to deposit continuous lines in successive runs, from second to fourth run, following
the first run shown in (b). f–h) SEM images of CuAgTi drops, printed from a 314 nm-thick donor, showing the printing protocol.
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results, one should select the fluence slightly above threshold, to
ensure enough inertia for the drops to have good jetting direc-
tionality.[32] The distance between two consecutive drops must be
carefully selected, in the correct balance with the fill factor, to
guarantee continuity of the lines, with just enough overlay
between the drops. As mentioned, the p2p is chosen according
to the HAZ on the donor. If chosen too short, deposition might
not occur. Indeed, it was found for all donors that the minimum
value of p2p for successful deposition is 2 μm.

Once the optimal combination of printing parameters was
found for each material, a melting post-treatment was developed,
aimed at reducing the lines’ surface roughness by melting the
drops together. The key was finding the optimal combination
of power (P) and pulse width (pw), the latter varying from hun-
dreds of ns to few μs. Figure 3 shows a comprehensive outline of
our findings. In Figure 3a,b, single pulses with fixed power and
increasing pulse width were used to successfully smooth

portions of a printed CuAg line and find the optimal working
window. As shown in Figure 3a, three areas can be identified.
First, the threshold, where the combination of power and pulse
width is just enough to initiate melting, causing only small areas
on the line to be affected. Then, the working window is reached,
where melting successfully takes place. Higher fluence results in
delamination and balling effect,[33] as a consequence of high
instability of the melt pool. Inside the working window, as shown
more clearly in Figure 3b, the extent of the HAZ increases with
the pulse width, due to more energy being provided, and smooth-
ing of the surface is obtained effectively. Figure 3c shows how a
larger area is melted with an optimal combination of parameters,
with neither damages to itself nor to the substrate, showing great
enhancement of the line’s morphology and surface roughness.
Continuous melting was obtained by adjusting the distance
between successive single pulses, to ensure enough overlap
between them.

Figure 2. SEM images of high-resolution continuous lines printed with different printing parameters. a) A 550 nm-thick CuAg donor, with fluence
F¼ 281.54mJ cm�2, p2p¼ 5 μm, and K¼ 8. b) A 300 nm-thick AgTi donor, with fluence F¼ 134.21 mJ cm�2, p2p¼ 10 μm, and K¼ 6. c) A
314 nm-thick CuAgTi donor, with fluence F¼ 132.49 mJ cm�2, p2p¼ 8, and K¼ 4. d�f ) Higher magnifications of (a�c), respectively.

Figure 3. Melting post-treatment. a) SEM image of melted portions of a printed CuAg (330 nm donor) line, obtained by applying single pulses with a fixed
power P¼ 8.4 W and increasing pulse widths, from 0.2 to 1.8 μs (from left to right), at increments of 0.1 μs. The corresponding laser energy (power �
pulse width) is shown under each melted zone. b) Higher magnification of the working window from (a). c) SEM image after the melting post-treatment
conducted on a larger portion of a CuTi (300 nm donor) line, with power P¼ 1.4W and pulses of 0.3 μs duration every 2 μm. Printing parameters: F¼ 330
mJ cm�2, p2p¼ 6 μm, and K¼ 8.
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Cross-sections of CuBi lines before and after melting post-
treatment are shown in Figure 4a,b. As shown, before treatment
(Figure 4a), the internal structure of the line looks quite inhomo-
geneous, reflecting typical results obtained in LIFT.[1,29] The
presence of voids is identified in inhomogeneous depositions,
related to inaccurate jetting directionality, or splashing/breakup
of the drops during transfer, which would cause imperfect
filling. As mentioned, successive drops do not have enough heat
power to remelt pre-existing drops and form a joint structure.
The consequent high surface roughness can easily be observed.
In Figure 4b, the smoothing effect of the post-treatment is
shown.

The reduction in roughness is �20% based on atomic force
microscope (AFM) roughness measurements. The section looks
homogeneous, despite the curtaining effect caused by the
focused ion beam (FIB). Nanoscale bubbles are observed, both
within the structure and at the interface with the substrate.
These indicate the full melting of the line, which results in
the release of the voids between the droplets.[34] As the laser treat-
ment is very fast, the bubbles do not have enough time to reach
the surface.

In Figure 4c, d, optical profiler measurements of a CuAg line
are shown, before and after the treatment, respectively. Before
melting (Figure 4c), the line exhibits a severely jagged profile,
with sharp peaks of different entities. After the post-process
(Figure 4d), the overall profile looks more even, with the peaks
being significantly leveled and roughness reduced. To explore the
ability of the fast laser-melting process in smoothing the surface
without complete melting of the line, laser post-treatment with
short pulses was also examined. It was found that short pulses of
up to 10 ns can be used to effectively melt the superficial layer
(Figure S3, Supporting Information).

Adhesion of the printed line to the substrate is one of the chal-
lenges of AM. Short pulses might be useful if the adhesion of the
line to the substrate is low, to avoid delamination of the line dur-
ing the laser post-treatment. Adhesion of pure metals to nonme-
tallic surfaces is a well-known challenge. In some studies,
chemical etching or laser micromachining treatment is used
to produce roughness or trenches[35] to improve the adhesion.
However, in some applications, the substrate is extremely deli-
cate[15] or presents pre-existing features, and such a treatment
is not desirable. In particular, when the substrate consists of sev-
eral submicrolayers, as in flat panel displays (FPDs) and semi-
conductors, silicon nitride is used as a protection layer.
However, it is well known that surface modification of and depo-
sition on silicon nitride is a big challenge.[36] Here, we address
this challenge using well-conductive alloys containing Ti or Bi,
which have good adhesion to glass. Indeed, not only did printed
lines of CuBi, CuAgTi, and AgTi survive the melting process,
they also passed the tape adhesion test. In Figure 5, results of
tape tests of CuBi lines on Si3N4 are shown. As shown, both
prints survived the test impeccably; even individual satellite dep-
ositions were not removed. We suggest that the strength of adhe-
sion is due to the presence of bismuth. Adherence of bismuth-
oxidized films to glass was previously demonstrated and was
explained by a heating effect during curing and oxygen enrich-
ment.[37] We suggest that the high temperature reached during
the melting process, due to copper’s melting point, guarantees
good adhesion of the droplets, thanks to a similar mechanism.
Titanium is also used as an adhesion layer for many different
applications.[38] Its adherence to silicate glasses has widely been
demonstrated,[39] and it is explained by the formation of an inter-
mediate oxidation layer that acts as a bridge between titanium
and glass through oxygen bonds.[40]

Figure 4. Roughness evaluation before and after laser treatment. a) FIB�SEM image of a CuBi line, printed with F¼ 246.98mJ cm�2, p2p¼ 10 μm, and
K¼ 8. b) FIB�SEM image of a CuBi line, printed with F¼ 246.98 mJ cm�2, p2p¼ 10 μm, and K¼ 8, and melted using successive pulses of P¼ 2.19W
and pw¼ 0.8 μs, distanced by 3 μm. A more homogeneous structure and a smoother surface is shown. c) The profile of a CuAg line, printed with
F¼ 761.82mJ cm�2, p2p¼ 7 μm, and K¼ 8, showing sharp peaks and high surface roughness. d) The profile of the same CuAg line showing a much
more leveled surface, after being melted using successive pulses of P¼ 7.7 W, pw¼ 1.2 μs, distanced by 10 μm.
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Residual stresses constitute yet another challenge of AM of
metals,[41,42] as they may impact significantly the mechanical
behavior of the printed structures.[41,43,44] In laser-based powder
bed fusion (PBF) and directed energy deposition (DED) pro-
cesses, for example, the presence of residual stresses is related
to high heating/cooling rates and high thermal gradients, which
can also lead to the formation of nonequilibrium microstruc-
tures, as sometimes in traditional processes such as casting
and welding.[45] Here, two rapid melting and solidification mech-
anisms occur, during printing (where the molten metal droplets
solidify instantly) and during post-treatment. In both cases, the
melt pool dynamics highly depend on the different process
parameters. Moreover, the intrinsic characteristics of the donor
play a significant role during the printing stage, and the morphol-
ogy of the printed line will dominate the formation of the melt
pool during post-treatment. These will affect the density/porosity
and the occurrence of voids due to dynamically limited wetting or
trapped air,[46] high disorder at the interface between LIFT-
printed droplets,[47] surface oxidation around voids due to
trapped air,[47] cracking and lack of melting at droplet interfa-
ces,[46,48] delamination due to shear stresses that develop during
droplet solidification on the metal substrate,[48] high surface
roughness,[49] etc. Ultimately, understanding the correlations
among all of these defects, the solidification mechanisms and
the processing conditions are not easy tasks, and much research
is being put into that. Typically, LIFT-printed structures tend to
have lower rigidity (Young’s modulus) than the bulk material and
be quite brittle.[48,49] Thermal annealing post-treatment may
improve the mechanical properties, as it does to the electrical
properties.[47]

LIFT-printed metals are typically both polycrystalline and
porous.[49] The LIFT process has been reported to aid alloying
process.[16,49] Figure 6 shows the cross-section of a CuAgTi line
after the melting post-treatment. The microstructure is fairly
compact, and grain boundaries can be observed. We expect, in
agreement with previous work,[48] that the internal compactness
of the structure will result in higher mechanical strength.

In summary, the feasibility of a novel procedure that combines
LIFT and a fast laser melting post-treatment was presented for
the fabrication of continuous, smooth metal lines at micrometer
resolution on smooth transparent substrates under ambient con-
ditions. Potential applications include the repair of openings in
high-resolution integrated circuits and the fabrication of electri-
cal interconnects or components for printed microelectronics
and MEMS. A successful printing algorithm for sequential print-
ing was developed, and continuous lines were obtained with

several materials. Meticulous tailoring of the printing parame-
ters, such as p2p (center-to-center) separation and fill number
(i.e., the number of runs of the process, printing each time a
new set of drops between previously printed ones), proved to
be key to obtain optimal results. The fast melting post-treatment
was found to be effective in smoothing the surface of the lines by
melting the drops together, without damaging the internal struc-
ture or introducing balling effect when in the appropriate work-
ing window. Precise tuning of the laser parameters (both power
and pulse width) was once again crucial. With CuBi samples,
AFM measurements confirmed that roughness was decreased
by �20% after melting. Engineering the donor structure by
incorporating titanium or bismuth provided a solution to
improve adhesion of metals or alloys to either silicon nitride
or glass. The melting post-treatment is also expected to improve
the mechanical properties of the printed structures. Future
expansion of the work may lead to further improvements and
the extension of the technique to the fabrication of more complex
patterns for the manufacture of imperceptible integrated devices.

3. Experimental Section

The LIFT Process: Single 450 ps pulses of a Nd:YAg laser (Powerchip
model) from Teem Photonics S.A (Grenoble, France) were used for depo-
sition. The laser operated at a central wavelength of 532 nm and had a
maximal pulse energy of 30 μJ. The beam was focused onto the donor film
with a 6 μm diameter spot, which was achieved using a zoom-beam
expander and a 10� magnification objective. The donor and the receiver
were vacuum secured on holders placed on XYZ motorized stages with

Figure 5. SEM images acquired at 52� tilting of CuBi line after tape test. a) Before, and b) after the melting post-treatment.

Figure 6. FIB�SEM image of the microstructure of a CuAgTi (314 nm
donor) line after the melting post-treatment, conducted with power
P¼ 2.1W and pulse duration of 0.4 μs. Printing parameters:
F¼ 132.49mJ cm�2, p2p¼ 10, and K¼ 8.
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motion resolution of 1 μm and were kept at a distance of 50 μm. For the
melting post-treatment, a 532 nm wavelength continuous wave (CW) laser
(GLS series, IPG Photonics, Oxford, MA, USA), modulated using an
acousto-optic modulator (AOM) to reach variable pulse durations, from
few hundreds of ns to few μs, was used. For fast melting using very short
pulses, a 532 nm laser (PyroFlex 25 Green, EOLITE Lasers, now part of
Electro Scientific Industries, Inc., Portland, Oregon, USA) was used, with
tunable pulse width from 1 to 600 ns. The beam was focused onto the
printed patterns with a 10 μm diameter spot. A fast-scanning
mirror was used to scan the beam spot for both lasers.

Donors were prepared by sputtering; they consisted of a 1 mm-thick
soda�lime glass coated with a solid film of the desired metal or alloy, with
different thicknesses. A very thin layer, called tie layer, of either titanium or
chromium was deposited between the metal coating and the glass to
improve adhesion and avoid delamination during the printing process.
Around 40 nm copper�silver (Cu:Ag 90:10 wt%), 500 nm copper�silver
(158 nm Cu and 342 nm Ag), 314 nm copper�silver�titanium (Cu:Ag
98:2 wt%, 300 nm CuAg, 14 nm Ti), and 370 nm copper�bismuth
(300 nm Cu, 70 nm Bi) donors were fabricated at Orbotech Ltd., a KLA
company (Yavne, Israel). Then, 330 nm copper�silver (80 nm Cu/
170 nm Ag/80 nm Cu) and 300 nm copper�titanium (Cu:Ti 95:5 wt%)
donors were fabricated at Bar-Ilan University (Ramat Gan, Israel). An addi-
tional donor of silver�titanium was purchased from Ara-Coatings GmbH
& Co. KG (Erlangen, Germany). It consisted of a flexible, 200 nm-thick film.
As acceptors, silicon wafers were provided by Orbotech, glass slides were
purchased from SCHOTT AG (Mainz, Germany), and 150 nm-thick silicon
nitride (Si3N4) was purchased from Nanografi Nanotechnology (Ankara,
Turkey). Donors were stored in a humidity chamber, whereas acceptors
were kept in Petri dishes under ambient conditions. Prior to use, acceptors
were dusted with a dust spray. 6� 6 matrices of individual drops were first
printed with increasing laser fluences. To fabricate continuous lines, a
printing scheme with independent donor replenishment was developed.
The process was conducted in successive runs, with new drops being
printed each time between two previously printed drops (Figure 1 d–f ).
The distance between two consecutive drops (p2p) and the number of
runs (fill factor, K[28]) were selected accordingly to the size of individual
drops, to ensure printing from an untouched area of the donor. A repeat
command enabled to print lines on top of one another with the same
parameters. For the melting post-treatment, single laser pulses with
selected power and increasing pulse duration were first conducted on
printed lines, one pulse every 20 μm. Continuous melting was then con-
ducted, with fixed power and duration, by adjusting the distance between
consecutive pulses.

Characterization: A scanning electron microscope (SEM, Vega3 by
Tescan, Brno, Czech Republic), energy-dispersive X-Ray spectroscopy
(EDS, X-act by Oxford Instruments, Abingdon, UK), a 3D optical profiler
(ContourGT-X by Bruker, Billerica, MA, USA), and an atomic force
microscope (AFM, Dimension Edge by Bruker, Billerica, MA, USA)
were used. When analyzing cross-sections, FIB (FIB, Helios NanoLab
DualBeam by FEI, Hillsboro, OR, USA) was used for sample preparation.
To test the adhesion of the prints, tape tests were conducted
using Transparent Film Tape 600 by 3M Scotch (St. Paul, MN, USA),
before and after the melting process. SEM imaging with a 52� tilted
stage was also conducted.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from
the author.
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